The Biggest Scandal in USA History
For those of you unfamiliar with the USA Jeffery Epstein case here is a brief summary.
Jeffrey Edward Epstein is an American financier and registered sex offender.
Epstein began his career at the investment bank Bear Stearns before forming his own firm, J. Epstein &
Co.
In 2008, Epstein was convicted of soliciting an underage girl for prostitution, for which he served thirteen
months in custody. He lives in the U.S. Virgin Islands.Wikipedia
In 2005, the world was introduced to reclusive billionaire Jeffrey Epstein, friend to princes and an American
president, a power broker with the darkest of secrets: He was also a paedophile, accused of recruiting
dozens of underage girls into a sex-slave network, buying their silence and moving along.
He has been convicted of only one count of soliciting prostitution from a minor. Visitors to his private
Caribbean island, known as “Orgy Island,” have included Bill Clinton, Prince Andrew and Stephen
Hawking.
Epstein has spent the bulk of his adult life cultivating relationships with the world’s most powerful men.
Flight logs show that from 2001 to 2003, Bill Clinton flew on Epstein’s private plane, dubbed “The Lolita
Express” by the press, 26 times. After Epstein’s arrest in July 2006, federal tax records show Epstein
donated $25,000 to the Clinton Foundation that year.
In a 2006 court filing, Palm Beach police noted that a search of Epstein’s home uncovered two hidden
cameras. The Mirror reported that in 2015, a 6-year-old civil lawsuit filed by “Jane Doe No. 3,” believed to
be the now-married Giuffre, alleged that Epstein wired his mansion with hidden cameras, secretly
recording orgies involving his prominent friends and underage girls. The ultimate purpose: blackmail,
according to court papers.
“Jane Doe No 3” also alleged that she had been forced to have sex with “numerous prominent American
politicians, powerful business executives, a well-known prime minister, and other world leaders.”
One of the recent connections to Epstein was found when President Donald Trump employed Alexander
Acosta into his White House Staff. Some believe that this was one of Trumps plays to make sure that the
US Anti – Trump media got a grip on the story & then transmitted it to the public.
This leads the story into dark avenues as although Jeffery Epstein was allegedly arrested for major child
trafficking, blackmail, running orgies for the rich & famous with child prostitutes in 2005, he was only given
a minor sentence with daily freedom to carry on his life.
Although Alexander Acosta, now in President Trumps White House, is credited with “letting him off,” it was
more likely his superiors who were put under pressure to stop the prosecution.
Other information links Epstein to a massive blackmail ring manipulating the US Congress & British
Parliament on matters of law & the taxpayer funding of corporate scams.
This leads on yet further to the Israeli security force, Mossad, the CIA, the FBI, the Clinton Foundation &
the US Democrat Party. It also exposes a worldwide network of elite drug running using the assets &
personnel of the armed security forces.
More recently British socialite Ghislaine Maxwell has been named as Epsteins alleged “Madam,” party
organiser & child trafficker.
This story will also eventually link to Hillary Clinton, Huma Abedin and Anthony Weiner, who also had a
blackmail list, to NXIVM Sex Cult Donated to Hillary Clinton’s Campaign to buy “Political Influence”
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